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Ranked choice voting (RCV) is a proven voting method that has been used for major elections in 

the United States and other nations for more than a century. Today, most RCV elections are 

conducted using optical scan voting systems. The latest machines from the largest vendors 

(ES&S, Dominion and Hart Intercivic) include options to allow jurisdiction to administer RCV 

elections. 

 
Following is a short summary of options for administering RCV elections. (Note: Each 

procedure can and should come with an audit procedure that is not detailed here.) 

 
I. Using Major Manufacturer Voting Systems Configured for RCV 

 
If the jurisdiction prefers to use machines calibrated for RCV elections and either must use or 

prefers to use federally certified systems or systems provided by major manufacturers, there are 

options for tabulating an RCV election using certified, major manufacturer equipment. 

 
Two manufacturers have voting systems currently certified by the Election Assistance 

Commission to conduct RCV elections. Hart Intercivic has an RCV-ready system called Verity 

Voting 1.0 which will be used in Saint Paul (MN) for their RCV elections in 2017. Election 

administrators in Saint Paul report that Hart will provide a system capable of reading ranked 

ballots and tabulating results internally, without the need for any third party software or other 

workarounds. Unisyn offers a system which they report can do the same, although it is not yet in 

use in any jurisdictions conducting RCV elections. 

 
Although it does not include RCV-readiness as a core component of its certified system, 

Dominion has modified its most recent system, Democracy Suite 4.14 (and associated 

modifications) to read ranked ballots and internally tabulate results. Older Dominion systems are 

used in elections in each of the four California Bay Area cities (San Francisco, Oakland, 

Berkeley, and San Leandro). Although prior elections in those jurisdictions have been limited to 

three-choice ballots using the relatively less usable and less compact ballot format in which 

names are printed three separate times, Dominion representatives report that the Democracy 

Suite system will be able to accommodate grid-layout ballots on which voters can rank more 

than three choices. 
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II. Export data from new machines for a count using commercial, off-the-shelf 

tabulation software: 

 
Many jurisdictions now use digital scanning machines that should be able to capture the image of 

each ballot and export data from that process into a format that can be ready by a commercial, 

off-the-shelf software spreadsheet such as Excel. 

 
This approach has been adopted as the default way of conducting RCV elections using the latest 

systems from ES&S. Any ES&S system using the DS200 and/or the DS850 tabulators can be 

modified to convert ballot data into a common spreadsheet format and export it onto a portable 

USB drive, and ES&S systems beginning with EVS 5.2.0.0 have this capability built into the 

system. 

 
Once ballot data has been exported, it can be tabulated using commercial off-the-shelf software 

on any computer. In 2013, Minneapolis exported ballot data into Microsoft Excel and conducted 

the round-by-round tabulation using Excel features. Notably, this included the multi-seat 

tabulation process Minneapolis uses for its two multi-seat boards. 

 
In 2015, Portland (ME) contracted with a private vendor,  TrueBallot, to tabulate results from 

an exported file with its software, although such round-by-round tabulation ended up not 

being conducted due to the leading candidate winning with a majority in the first round, 

which was counted directly by the ES&S system. 

 
North Carolina State Board of Elections developed this process for RCV elections in 

Hendersonville (NC) in 2007 and 2009. It was used in North Carolina’s 2010 statewide RCV 

elections in counties where more a half million RCV ballots were cast. The State Board certified 

a process for exporting the vote data from its DRE system into an Excel spreadsheet for an RCV 

count using a state developed algorithm that executed the tabulation without further 

intervention. 

 
III. Centralizing ballots or ballot data following a precinct-by-precinct count 

 
If counting is typically performed on a precinct-by-precinct basis, the simplest option for 

administering an RCV election is to use existing precinct machines to count first choice tallies. 

Then, only in the event that this precinct count does not produce a first round majority winner 

in all RCV races, collect ballots or ballot data in a central location and then centrally conduct 

the subsequent rounds of tabulation. 

 

RCV elections in North Carolina jurisdictions using the ES&S M100 precinct tabulator and 

M650 central tabulator, employed this central count approach. In an interview posted here 

(http://www.fairvote.org/wake_county_survey), the executive director of the Wake County 
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Board of Elections Cherie Poucher talks positively about her experience in the 2007 elections in 

Cary, where ranked choice voting (there called “instant runoff voting”) was used.  

 

Cary is a city of more than 100,000 people that used RCV to elect its mayor and several city 

council seats. It developed a ballot that could be counted on existing voting equipment, with that 

equipment allowing three rows of choices to be counted on the machines. All votes in the first 

choice row were tallied at the polls on existing equipment, with error notification for anyone 

voting for more than one candidate in this first choice row. 

 
In the Cary election, there was a first choice majority winner in the race for mayor in all but one 

council race. In that one race, ballots were transported to a central counting place (using 

procedures that are carried out for all elections in the event of the need for a recount). There, 

ballots were hand-sorted according to their first choices. Ballots listing one of the two advancing 

candidates as a first choice were not recounted; ballots listing the remaining candidates were 

allocated to one of the two runoff candidates based on who was ranked next on the ballot, and 

those ballots were then hand-counted. Wake County’s Poucher reports that this process was 

straightforward. The total expenses necessary to implement RCV were $9,000, with those costs 

including an educational mailing sent to all Cary residents and approximately $500 for the hand- 

sort and count of the District B race ballots. 

 
In 2010, North Carolina held a statewide RCV election for a vacancy on the state’s Court of 

Appeals. There were 13 candidates in this nonpartisan election, with voters able to rank up to 

three candidates. More than one million ballots were cast on optical scan ballots, and more 

than 1.9 million ballots were cast altogether. (See http://www.NCVotes123.com.) 

 

The procedure used centrally in each county, for optical scan ballots, was similar to what was 

done for Cary in 2007. However, instead of hand-counting, ballots were sorted and rescanned at 

different machines to count second or third choices based on how the runoff candidates were 

ranked on each ballot.  

 
Using modern voting systems, the process would be more straightforward. For a statewide 

election, precinct voting systems could report first-choice results while also exporting all ballot 

data onto a digital file. In elections in which no candidate receives a majority in the first round, 

the exported ballot data could be centrally tabulated using off-the-shelf software, private 

vendor software (such as TrueBallot’s) or, where available, using the proprietary software 

developed by the voting system manufacturer. 
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IV. Work with private vendor for centrally scanned count, as in Portland (ME) in 2011 

 

Where not prohibited, jurisdictions can work with an independent vendor in a central count. 

Such a jurisdiction would run its elections just as usual, with a sensible ranked choice voting 

ballot design, and count first choices as usual on its current machines. If the outcome were not 

determined by the first choice count, ballots would then be collected centrally, where the 

independent vendor would use its system to scan the ballots and generate the RCV results. 

 

Takoma Park (MD) used such an approach in 2007 with TrueBallot. In 2011, the city of Portland 

(ME) worked with TrueBallot in its November 2011 mayoral election, and Cambridge (MA) has 

worked with TrueBallot as a consultant for its multi-winner RCV elections for city council and 

school committee.  

 

TrueBallot representative Caleb Kleppner wrote the following in response to FairVote’s query 

about how the company does the RCV tally: 

 

“We would propose that the city use its own voting equipment to count the non-RCV 

race on the ballot, to provide error notification ("second chance voting") to voters voting 

RCV elections in precincts, and to provide unofficial first choices for the two RCV races 

on the ballot (mayor and city council). After polls close, the city then removes the ballots 

from the precincts and delivers the ballots to us for scanning. 

 

“We use image scanners to create digital images of each ballot, which we then 

immediately return to the city for sealing and storage. After imaging the ballots, we 

process the images to detect the voters' marks, review the images to ensure that we 

counted each ballot as the voter intended, automatically produce rankings for the RCV 

tally, export the rankings, run ChoicePlus Pro (the open source software used by 

Cambridge) and produce results. Doing this process in Portland (ME) resulted in full 

results the day after the election. 

 

“There are several benefits to our approach. First, because we create a digital image of 

the entire ballot, we have enormous flexibility in terms of ballot layout and rankings. In 

particular, we can combine both ranked choice and non-ranked choice races on the same 

ballots. Second, we produce open format data that allows anyone to verify every ballot 

and every step of the RCV tallying process. Third, we provide a tabulation that is 

independent of the original system. Finally, we are probably less expensive than most 

other options.” 

 
V. Future Options 

 
Although the options recommended above should allow any jurisdiction to implement RCV, we 

hope that technology and administration standards will evolve to make RCV election 

administration more straightforward. 
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Proponents of RCV should work with the Election Administration Commission and with voting 

system vendors to clarify what standards will allow election administrators to feel supporter such 

that they can confidently and successfully administer RCV elections. As that occurs, we expect 

the EAC to promulgate guidelines for vendors and administrators to help them be more inclusive 

of RCV administration options. We also expect more vendors to develop and certify RCV-ready 

voting systems or to certify the use of third party software for RCV tabulation as a modification 

to their systems. 

 
Finally, we expect proponents of RCV to work more closely with election administrators to 

ensure that they know what their options are regarding implementation of RCV and are ready. As 

this memo demonstrates, RCV presents challenges, but it can be administered smoothly and 

efficiently without significant additional cost in time or resources. 

 
For more information: If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact FairVote at 

(301) 270-4616. Staffers with particular expertise on this issue include executive director Rob 

Richie (rr@fairvote.org) and legal director Drew Spencer (dspencer@fairvote.org). 
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